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blurb
Too alive to die and too dead to live.
Bones interred under the palace, gold given to field-ravaged farmers and
Parliament dallying over amendments: war is ended for Prince-Regent
Paide ein Iteme. Or so it should be, but returning home to Ihrne in a
broken body ensorcelled by a necromancer leaves Paide struggling with
politicians who ignore him and servants who condescend to him. What
good is a title and purpose when his words and desires have become
meaningless to those around him?
Surviving the dismissal of the Eagle Court is harder than facing an
army of shambling corpses. How does a dead soldier fight it when he
no longer wishes to live?
Contains: a cis, allistic, pansexual, aromantic prince occupying an
unnatural position between life and death; an allistic, trans general
doing her best to offer solutions and friendship; and a goodly amount
of the ableism one faces as a disabled man in an ableist court.
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dedication
For the other K, who shares with me the fight to stay above water.
I hope you realise that it is easier for me to cling to the rope while
knowing that you understand the difficulty.
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content advisory
This short story contains a few casual references to horrific choices made
in war, some depiction of injury, references to the cissexism experienced
by a trans character, references to the dysphoria experienced by a trans
character, some of the less-pleasant fantastical aspects of reanimating
the dead (especially that blowflies are going to find zombies an ideal
breeding ground), and multiple depictions of and references to the
ableism experienced by a physically-disabled character. The word
“crippled” is used twice as a self-descriptor.
Please note that this story is about the depression and suicidal
ideation that so often accompanies disability when that disability is illsupported/subject to ableism, and this story not only discusses suicidal
ideation but depicts it in a way that may be confronting.
It also includes a zombie, flawed characters making mistakes and an
ending where the disabled protagonist doesn’t die. Again.
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author’s note
A Prince of the Dead is the sequel to Their Courts of Crows. The Eagle
Court isn’t so much a series as much as it is sequential short stories
written about moments plucked from the characters’ lives, but they are
probably best read in order.
The characters Amelia and Kit March (who get a little more
description than is quite warranted for their role in the story) belong
to the short stories Old Fashioned and Conception in addition to my
ongoing web serial The Unnatural Philosophy of Kit March, all set
in the same universe.
You may notice that this story also sets up a narrative about Paide’s
brother, who is absolutely intended to be an autistic character. Ein takes
over as narrating protagonist in the next story, The King of Gears and
Bone—which is largely about two disabled brothers in much-needed
bonding over the need to make the court a less unquestioningly-ableist
place. And a little necromancy.
This isn’t a particularly fantastic fantasy story. No quest, no magical
objects, no swords, no absurd spells, no war. In all honesty, it’s a story
that uses “zombie” as a transparent metaphor, to the extent that it
wouldn’t be difficult to strip away its fantastic elements and repackage
it as “disability” or “mental illness” fiction.
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I’m also a physically disabled, mentally ill and autistic reader of
fantasy fiction who seldom if ever picks up a book in the genre I love
that depicts my own experiences. I see stories about the heroism it
takes to face dragons with a sword and shield from horseback; I don’t
see stories about the heroism it takes to face down the challenges of
an ableist setting when disability is both the thing that renders this
necessary and ableism is the thing that makes it harder to accomplish.
I want characters that exist in a context that isn’t solely about disability
while telling stories that are about being disabled. I want fantasy with
disability front and centre—and the hope that, unlike the real world,
people with titles, magic and privilege can make a difference.
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a prince of the dead
Beat.
Prince-Regent Paide ein Iteme’s day starts as it once did: his
bodyservant creeps into the room, opening the drapes to the orangetinged dawning and stoking the coals in the fireplace opposite Paide’s
bed. Osa’s footsteps are soft as he lays out clothing, chooses scents,
sets out towels and fills the basin with fresh water, all the myriad tasks
not expected of a prince by the fortune of birth. Paide lies in his bed,
shrouded by the bedcurtains, and watches the shadowy figure bustle
about the chamber, wishing for the days when he had nothing but
longing.
Paide, when sleeping under a scrap of canvas in the pouring rain and
accounting it a privilege, used to picture those small, alien courtesies of
rank—or try to. As he lay there, coughing and itching, he imagined the
unacknowledged moments he took for granted in a world of feathers,
baths, scented handkerchiefs and savoury dainties arranged on a tray.
He wanted, more than anything, to come home, to find a way to take
back the mistakes and deaths that ripped from him the idea that these
things must go unquestioned.
He shivered in the rain, breathing, dreaming, ignorant.
Nobody told him that home is both place and time, the latter
something to which he cannot return.
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Beat.
Yes, he thinks, and for all that the thought comes out of nowhere,
the decision brings a frisson of relief—or whatever such a frisson might
be now it has no accompanying physicality. If there’s no home to which
he can return, no memory untarnished, what does the rest matter? If
he has become the very thing he fought, the very thing to which he
sacrificed the lives of his people, what does the rest matter? There’s
nothing here for him but a series of lessons taught by averted eyes, fixed
smiles and the moderate voices saying what they think he wishes to
hear. Nothing but the pretence, the abnormity and a hundred thousand
layers of dishonesty. Nothing, so why cling to obligation?
Yes.
Beat.
“Good morning, your highness.” Osa pulls back the curtains and
beams down at Paide with a smile too enthusiastic to be borne. He’s
a small man, efficient and elegant: Paide once spent his mornings
studying Osa for any sight of a betraying spot or crease, any strand of
thick black hair falling free from its tight braid. Never yet has he found
one: Osa’s sky-blue tunic looks as clean and bright as if new-made, the
cuffs of his narrow white sleeves finishing the prescribed inch below
the wrist. Powder dusts his face, hiding any mark or wrinkle, but there
isn’t a speck of colour on his starched white collar or his waxed shoes.
In appearance, there’s nothing to fault, a perfection that gives his next
words a cutting cruelty: “Did you slee—”
Osa’s eyelids flicker as his lips, framed by a close-trimmed beard,
close on that cursed, ridiculous word.
Paide stares, entombed in a breathless silence. Sarcasm results in
Osa’s reporting to Mamman, followed by awkward conversations
crumbling under the weight of guilt. Anger results in a chain of repetitive
apologising before another report and another tainted discussion.
Explaining changes nothing, since Osa can’t seem to remember the
inappropriateness of the question. Every morning since his return to
the Eyrie, Paide has found himself in a similar trap of interaction, and,
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thus far, this choking quiet has served him better than any words his
mind and mouth can conjure.
To be silent is a tacit acceptance that the world won’t change for
him.
Yes.
Beat.
Osa swallows and ties back the bedcurtains. “It’s a beautiful day
outside, your highness.” He claps his hands. A stream of servants in
darker blue tunics enter, all armed with cheerful smiles. “Perhaps you
might wish to sit outside while the court takes breakfast? The sun will
do you good.”
A year ago, Paide rolled to the edge of the bed, swung his legs over
the mattress, slid his feet into waiting slippers and padded to the privy,
leaving Osa to direct the chain of servants with their buckets in the
filling of the bath.
Today, Paide doesn’t answer. He doesn’t do anything but stare up
at the canopy shrouding the bed, while Osa and his swarm of servants
fold back the covers and arrange Paide’s arms into the best position
for removing his nightshirt. Why they bother with this is beyond
Paide’s reckoning, since it must be easier to wrap him in a bedsheet at
night and save all concerned the difficulty of one unneeded dressing,
but his voice doesn’t scream loudly enough to drown out habit and
appearance. A prince cannot lie the night wrapped in his sheet, even if
said prince prefers and even requests it. No, Osa reports to Mamman,
and then follows another frustration of words where Mamman grips
Paide’s still hands, avoids his eyes and promises that his every dignity
will be honoured, no matter how difficult or costly.
He lies there, silenced by goodwill and guilt, while the servants smile
and teem around his corpse, the only dignity afforded him that of his
own speechless obedience.
That day, on the last battlefield of Arsh, should have been a
reconciliation between mother and son, queen and prince, monarch
and rebel. Reconciliation and compromise, the end of the war, a
new day dawning for Ihrne—the dead laid to a deserved rest, bones
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returned to the catacombs and watched over by the Convocation,
relationships patched together from the threads of the old, a new heir
to sit the throne. Instead, Mamman whispered in his ear, to which
Paide answered with one cursed word. Only later, after she bound his
soul to hers and returned it to a body partially animated by magic, after
she told him that everything else broken won’t matter if he still has
eyes to see, ears to hear, words to speak and the title of his birth, did he
realise the weight of the bargain he made.
Zaishne ai Iteme, Queen-Regent of Ihrne, the necromancer-queen
who walked the battlefield and called to the dead, failed to realise that,
in the cold elegance of the Eagle Court, one requires the movement of
limbs to amplify one’s words.
Beat.
“I had hoped you wouldn’t be sullen again today, your highness.” The
professional broadness of Osa’s smile doesn’t falter. “It is too beautiful
a day for petulance.”
It is too beautiful a day for war, violence, misery or death, but since
when has the weather made any difference to the whims of the powerful?
Beat.
They wash him in bed, checking his skin for splits and sores, any
crack that offers a tempting location for a fly Paide can’t feel land. Every
day, they wash him with soaps and oils meant to repel insects; every
day, they inspect every inch of him for any signs of eggs, maggots or
decay. Every few days, they find tissue starting to rot or tear, or eggs laid
on skin; with each discovery, Paide wonders just how long he has until
these little surgeries leave him with a body too riddled and devoured to
be worth maintaining.
Dignity? Shame should belong to the living, but the dead suffer no
absence of it.
One of the servants takes Osa by the elbow and whispers in his ear
before they both poke at his right leg. Paide stares up at the elegant folds
of sky-blue, the canopy bearing not even a sun-faded spot to detract
from the perfection expected of a prince’s bed. Nothing to distract from
the sudden array of cloths and scalpels and that accursed smile; nothing
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to distract from Osa’s words spoken with a nauseating brightness if
only Paide still possesses a stomach capable of twisting: “Just eggs, your
highness. We will remove them.”
He has learnt to tolerate pain, simply because war leaves a man little
choice otherwise, but he never liked the sight of his own blood, of skin
pulled together and stitched, of silk strained tight over swollen flesh,
of the stains blood and pus leave on a bandage pulled away from an
old wound. He seldom wept or even murmured, but Arsh’s surgeons
soon learnt that Ihrne’s prince collapsed like a cut puppet when he was
forced to watch their artistry with blade and needle—or witness the
results afterwards.
A decedent cannot pass out, so he stares up at the swathe of blue and
tries not to think about maggots devouring a body that cannot heal.
Beat.
They next worry at his limbs, rubbing and manipulating to counter
the settling blood while working moistening creams into unliving skin.
Osa rolls him on his front and presses so hard Paide can feel his thumbs,
but it doesn’t hurt any more than he feels Osa cutting into his skin.
They don’t talk to him now beyond hollow reassurance, and it’s better
that way, just as it’s better to lie alone in the dark than it is to listen to
a violinist or bard paid from a barren treasury. Easier to drown alone in
the candid night than it is to pretend he isn’t flailing in company and
sunlight; easier to lie, enduring, than it is to smile and dissemble as
though dead words aren’t meaningless.
He can blame no soul for his loneliness but his own.
Father gave him lists, names, a score of introductions at courts,
festivals and salons—any woman of title, family and money in Ihrne,
Arsh and Astreut. By the end, Father paraded magicians from Malvade
and a princess from Rajad, anyone suitable to wed the heir, and Paide
became a master of the art of discouragement. Never in ways that voiced
the disconcerting truth seething in his heart: he kissed a guardsman
in sight of many an Arsha noblewoman, seduced the brother of an
Astreuch archduchess in her own bed, and, when he realised that a
flexibility in proclivities means nothing to a Rajadi princess, sat her
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down and told her about his tendency to unmanfully faint when faced
with his own blood. It seemed a game, then, a way to pit his will against
Father’s: he was young, and while one day he must wed as befits the
crown prince, that day wasn’t now.
If he hadn’t discouraged a score of princesses and noblewomen, he
won’t now lie alone at night. If he had cherished one of his many lovers
over the rest, if he hadn’t worked his way through the court, he won’t
now lie alone with only Osa’s servants to tend him. If he had pretended
a commitment he didn’t and doesn’t feel, he’ll now have a wife or a
companion, someone obligated to endure him however broken he may
be.
Paide didn’t confess the truth in his dealings with Father, but neither
did he lie, and now he has only servants because he still doesn’t know
how to feign the one kind of love that matters.
Familial love carried his old companions to war, the kind of war
fought with blade and horse, but that same love doesn’t hold those
companions—those few surviving companions—when he fights with
still hands from a wheeled chair.
Beat.
They dress him after that, layers of tunics and robes cut and trimmed
to conceal the stillness of his chest and cover as much of his skin as
possible. Once, the court adopted his every style; once, he had the
entirety of the Eagle Court strutting around with peacock feathers sewn
into the backs of their collars, simply because he wanted to see how far
he could push their ridiculous habit of copying his dress. Before his
father’s murder, before war, before death, when his clothes and lovers
were nothing more than the vacant foolery of a bored young man. He
took it for granted as the flattery given the heir, and it speaks to the
degradation of his position that nobody now imitates him.
He shifts his hand just enough that he can touch a fingertip to the
outer robe of sky blue, but his skin tells him nothing about the fineness
of the cloth.
Beat.
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“You should practice your movements more, your highness.” Osa
purses his lips as he pulls the collar of Paide’s tunic up over his throat.
“You know that the queen-regent will find a way to improve your
health.”
He knows it’s a waste of effort, but frustration yanks his thickened
words from his lips. “Mamman is a necromancer. Necromancer! What
health?”
“Nothing keeps you from trying to better your situation, your
highness, save yourself.” Osa’s lips frame a thin, careful smile, the smile
one gives when one struggles to navigate someone dangerous—the
smile plastered on Paide’s face during many of his dealings with Father,
the smile the court mastered to survive the outbursts of an ill-tempered,
violent man. “Shall we get you in your chair, sir?”
The loss of breath, movement and feeling doesn’t plague his nights
in bed. His fragility, the way he has become a person of irrational and
unpredictable mood in want of such cautious handling, does. That
regard from Osa, Mamman and the court entire leaves Paide wallowing
in the black fear that he is now Father, a man who couldn’t be trusted.
A man murdered, perhaps even deservedly, by the powerful woman he
wed.
Paide thought, as Eishne held him in the saddle on the ride back to
Ihrne, that the nightmare will be the horror of his insensate body, the
dread that his mind and limbs belong to a necromancer. He thought to
spend wakeful nights wondering how much of what Paide now is Paide
in truth, how much of his mind independent of Mamman still exists.
He thought to fear the pressure of the dissimulation he chose and the
ways the court nobles and politicians might use his new circumstance.
As always in life and death, the knife he didn’t see cuts him deepest.
Expiry alone might not make him a monster, but if others fear him so,
hasn’t he become one?
Beat.
The denouement, once Osa and the servants have Paide ensconced,
propped and positioned in a padded absurdity of a wheeled chair
decorated with enough gilt to feed a family for years, comes with
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brushes, paints and powders: the living attempting to give the deceased
the blush of life. Face and jaw and hands, anything that might peep
out of the shroud of tunic and robes, blushed by the servants while Osa
himself brushes, oils and arranges Paide’s dark hair. First, they colour to
counteract the grey before covering his skin in a layer of powder a more
natural brown, that topped by blushed highlights, before darkening his
jaw, lip and throat, the suggestion of growth shaved away—another
fashion ignored by the court. A ring or two slid over one finger, his
hands laid on the armrests of the chair, and there he is, a doll presented
for the masquerade—at least until they return him to his bedchamber
and clean away the mask.
A blow to the head, or so know the people of Ihrne who didn’t
ride to war. Tragedy, according to the court, that their prince be struck
down in the prime of his life. Justice, according to the outliers of the
Convocation, for his refusal to accept their decree on the matter of a
necromancer. Either, both, Paide doesn’t care: they’re but words and
lies. If the money paid to Osa and the servants keeps their silence, if
only a few trusted kin bear his secret, truth doesn’t matter.
If he can’t be assumed a thrall, if Ihrne believes his mind his own,
nothing matters but the next four years of the regency … or so Paide
thought when he lay in the mud and watched the crows hop from
corpse to corpse, coughing up blood and one short word. Yes, because
Ihrne needs better than a necromancer alone on the throne until Einas
can hold Ihrne by right, and that doesn’t stop being the truth just
because Paide died following their agreement. Yes.
Or so he thought, back when he still laboured for breath, back when
he believed in the weight and power of his own words. Back when he
was yet to see the reflections of his own monstrosity in another’s face.
Beat.
Osa smiles, arranges the drape of Paide’s outer robe and clucks
his satisfaction. Now, one of Paide’s guards will push him out of his
apartment, and Narae, Paide’s day attendant who smiles as she hovers
by his arm and tells Paide of his fortune in being a prince with money
to spend on servants and a gilt chair, will accompany him to the hall.
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Hearings, gossip, papers, Mamman, the Convocation and the everpresent concerns of a dwindling treasury, while Paide slumps in his
chair, ponders what else he can sell and slurs a few words in response
to the bickering politicians and nobles of Parliament in the hope they
finally approve new laws on the matter of marriage.
Something long and sharp, driven through the eyeball. That must
damage his mind enough that his body, no matter the magic Mamman
pours into it, stops working.
Beat.
A soft knock sounds from the door.
A servant darts across the bedchamber; the others clear away powders,
nightclothes and towels. Paide stares at the window. There’s little else to
do, save attempt to twitch his feet—clad in cobalt slippers and resting
against the footboard—or turn his head. Once, he loved the view onto
the garden, a courtyard framed by imported beeches and oaks, their
strange foliage and thick shade alien to a man raised to the acacias and
eucalypts of Ihrne. He ate breakfast in the courtyard each morning,
tossing breadcrumbs and seeds to waiting doves, magpies, sparrows and
honeyeaters. Now, the stretches of stone pavers, the shade of leaf-clad
branches and the movements of living and unfettered birds all seem a
mockery. The sun rises in a clear blue sky and the world grows beneath
it, but Paide is a dead tree in a fecund garden, barren and skeletal,
bearing only the weight of breathing vines and nesting sparrows while
he travels the slow road to decay.
In the Eyrie, gardeners trim withered branches and remove dead
trees, never allowing a tree’s bones to offend the royal eye.
In the Eyrie, priests and necromancers house human bones in the
crypts for remembrance, use and protection.
Paide is caught betwixt, too alive to die and too dead to live.
Beat.
“Your highness.” Osa waves his hand past Paide’s face. “General
Asigne wishes to speak with you, privately, before you attend the court.
She has two guests and wishes to make their introduction.”
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Guests? Some of the women of the court have called upon him in
his private chambers come the evening, called wearing immaculate
paint and ornate gowns while trying to suggest, as politely as possible
given the indelicacy of their intent, that Einas’s reluctance to marry
leaves Ihrne’s succession in confusion. A problem for which she, after
much thought and deliberation, may have the solution—a solution
that doesn’t require Paide to do anything but sit or lie still and, surely,
can’t be objectionable. After the first proposition and a frantic speech
on the matter of just how much he objects, Paide insisted on keeping
a servant or guard in the room with him. Such an idea, though, won’t
occur to Thereva Asigne; she is far too forthright to associate with that
kind of manipulative companion.
He can’t say her appointment wasn’t political: everything a prince
does is a matter of politics.
It was still the right thing to do.
“I’ll speak with her. You have my permission to leave.”
Beat.
Osa bows. “Very good, sir. Lady Narae will await your call.”
It isn’t right or fair that Paide wishes Osa to break his neck going
down the stairs, break his neck and live, but Paide wishes it just the
same.
He feels a little easier, at least, in a room cleared of servants, even
if Paide has nothing to look at save the window or the bare walls—
tapestries sold to merchants in Malvade in return for guilted bags of
gold and silver pressed into the hands of those mourning their dead.
For a moment, alone, there’s nothing to hear but the sound of blood
pushed through a maze of arteries and capillaries and veins, encircling
the body time and time again unless the heart fails or a blade parts
skin. It seems, to Paide, akin to the ringing Einas says he hears in a
silent room, the ringing that drives him to stuff his ears with wool at
night—a noise that isn’t loud but becomes impossible to ignore.
Paide didn’t understand until he died and opened his eyes: staring up
into a necromancer’s lip-twisted face, cursed to hearing the unceasing
rhythm of Mamman’s heart.
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Beat.
Skin seems such a fragile casing for the organs and bones housed
within, so fragile that he lies at night, staring at the canopy above his
head and wondering why the angels in all their majesty made humans
so delicate, so flawed. If humans are going to take up arms, if they are
going to fight over thrones and borders and titles, why not make them
sturdier? Why make them so they die when blood spurts over mud, die
when a wound rots, die when disease grows in the dark recesses of the
human body? Why make it so people succumb to the bite of a rusty
nail or the scrape of a cat’s claws? Why make it so that flesh fails with
such simplicity and immediacy?
Beat.
The clack of boot heels on marble presages her arrival. Thereva Asigne,
still looking strange in Ihrne’s sky blue tunic and trousers, strides in,
her back straight and shoulders broad, her chin held up and forwards
as though it costs her nothing to do so. As though this movement is
natural, unquestioning.
Paide turns to look at her. That much he can still do, but his head
lolls forwards and sideways.
“Your highness,” she says without hesitation, tilting her right hand
towards the doorway and sweeping it into the room, “I’ve brought
you visitors. Doctor Amelia and Magister Kit March, magicians from
Greenstone.” She pauses. Thereva doesn’t tend to passionate expression,
but Paide knows that the slight upwards curve of her lips shouts
satisfaction. “You know someone must do something that isn’t another
necromantic grimoire. They’re magicians. Word magic. It’s past time
that the queen-regent brought in another mage.”
Two small figures enter behind her; the taller closes the door.
Paide presses his teeth against his lip. “I don’t—”
“I’m a witch, not a magician.” The taller of the two bows first,
clad in a plain blue woollen dress, long-sleeved and high-necked. She
stands with her shoulders back and her chin high, her brown eyes
flickering about the room before they land on Paide’s face with an alien
directness: it isn’t common that anyone stares at a prince. Her hair,
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thick and curling, is almost the colour of fresh blood. “Amelia March,
your highness, doctor and witch. I’m a woman. This is my cousin,
Kit March, magician. He’s a man.” Her words are quick, her accent
rattling, and she holds out her dark brown hand, her brow creased, for
a battered leather satchel to appear in her curled fingers—appear. “May
we begin? I understand that the queen-regent cannot both bind your
spirit and wholly animate your body, yes?”
He’s the son of a necromancer and accustomed to the unnatural, yet
never has Paide seen objects moved with such seeming effortlessness.
“You told foreigners? You told—”
“He didn’t know we were coming?” The shorter—Kit—raises both
hands, threading his brown fingers together as he turns and stares
at Thereva. He is diminutive for an adult, and wears a dusty black
suit bulging in places suggestive of well-stuffed pockets. His feet are
bare, despite the cool early-morning temperatures, and his grey hair
surrounds his head in a springy halo, but the great black opal hanging
from a cord, the pendant sitting in the middle of his chest, truly draws
the eye. Such a thing must pay Ihrne’s debt to Arsh! “Shouldn’t you
have asked?”
His voice is slower, smoother—like that of a poet or jongleur.
Thereva looks at Paide, not Kit, as she folds her arms over her chest.
“You need help, your highness. Her majesty’s grimoires seem less than
useful, and the archduke speaks highly of Greenstone’s magical—if
unorthodox—approach.” She crosses the room—Kit mutters the word
“unorthodox” under his breath as if offended—and stands a few paces
shy of the chair, looking down at Paide. “Your body decays. It should
be stopped sooner rather than later.”
Beat.
Why, Paide wonders, does no one feel the need to ask him? Why do
they look down at him and condescend to explain as though he doesn’t
know? Why do they lecture to him his own situation? Why, why has
his death rendered void his ability to think and determine his future?
Why Thereva?
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Paide doubts he can call what lies between Thereva and him
friendship. The tides of war make for strange bedfellows and stranger
companions, such that he can read her well enough, but Thereva’s quiet
distance doesn’t lend her to connection. They’ve spoken a few words
since the day Paide installed Thereva Asigne as Ihrne’s new Cavalry
General and ignored Parliament’s muttering on giving a woman who
deserted her post in Arsh such a position, an act for which he has paid
dearly in Parliament’s consequent dithering, but none are the sort,
Paide thinks, that results in this—whatever this is.
Beat.
Too late it occurs to Paide that his silence has been again mistaken for
acquiescence, for Amelia coughs and steps forwards, her bag smacking
against her right leg. “Your highness, we will need to examine your
body. How may we make you most comfortable in this?”
Fear, after death, is a strange thing: it exists only in his mind.
Everything else, the quickened heartbeat and breath, the shaking
hands, the racing thoughts, gone. His limp, sagging body doesn’t
twitch. He doesn’t know if anxiety shows in his face, but none seem to
notice if it does. Why didn’t he realise that he’d miss the physicality of
terror, its speed and energy? Now, he feels, independent of his weighted
limbs while lacking the language beyond words to communicate his
nightmare, and if a panicked mind cannot make good decisions, neither
can a wallowing one.
He daydreamt of peace, and the angels gave it to him.
Twisted.
“No. No.”
“I understand,” Kit says, wriggling the tips of his fingers, “that you
haven’t—”
“No. I said no. I don’t want this. You are dismissed. Go.”
They both look at Thereva and turn towards the door.
Thereva bows her head. “When you are willing to talk, your highness,
please send a runner.” She turns to follow the Marches, who hover at
the door in a brittle wordlessness as if they don’t quite know what to
do—and for that, Paide thinks, he can’t blame them.
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Whatever this is, it isn’t their fault.
“Not you, Asigne.”
“Of course, sir.” Thereva stops and bows without awkwardness or
hesitation. Her tight, tense lips, as she gestures towards the magicians,
speak a world of apology, the expression of a woman dealing with the
irrational moods and whims of royalty. “Please allow me to first situate
our guests in the antechamber.”
She doesn’t wait for permission; she waves the magicians through
the door and slips out into the hall behind them.
Paide stares out the window, pressing his teeth into his lip, but all
the force he can apply isn’t enough to pain him, and he can think
only that that he has arisen from the grave to take a monster’s place
on the throne. He sits alone in his chair, the spoiled prince in want
of such careful handling, reliant on others, too difficult to be borne.
Thereva must be saying something to that end, just as Osa must be in
the kitchens, both explaining and complaining about the sullen prince
that won’t try to live.
Paide ein Iteme is a prince of the dead, and the living refuse to
understand how they cripple him.
Ihrne deserves better. Einas deserves better, even if the fingers of
gossip reaching Paide’s ears possess only truth’s shadow—even if Einas
goes out of his way to keep from looking at Paide.
Yes, a hundred thousand times yes, but how?
Beat.
Outside, he watches sparrows hop from branch to branch, halfhidden by a glory of late-spring greenery, and all Paide can think is that
the gardeners of the Eyrie never allow a dead tree to remain.
The door creaks open. Thereva crosses the room, taking up a position
by the dressing screen, several steps away from Paide’s chair. She never
stands close to anyone, as though her life depends on having enough
space to draw the short sword or knife at her hip. He sees this caution
in Einas, who never liked standing close to another person and now
engineers every possibility to avoid it. Paide once might have shuddered
to think at the history that causes such caution, but now he can only
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watch and wonder as she glances down at him and speaks in words so
careful they feel a slap to the face: “I assume, your highness, that I’ve
made a misstep in wishing to help you.”
The anger choked him when he saw his father’s body fall to the floor,
dropped like a broken plaything, dropped like he wasn’t Paide’s father,
dropped like he wasn’t murdered by Paide’s mother. During the months
of war, during the months of seeing his kin and allies slaughtered by
a necromancer’s revenants, he became quite accustomed to anger—
fury, despair, grief and duty, all patched together with the stitches
of a hundred smaller emotions into something smothering but also
comforting. In the face of everything unclean, anger felt pure, simple.
What he feels now isn’t anger but helplessness. Helplessness and
despondence, eating away at Paide’s delusion of personhood like the
maggots eating his unliving skin.
“You don’t ask me. You smile and you tell me it’s for my betterment,
but you don’t ask me.” He stops, horrified by the childish pettiness that
taints those words, but Thereva just stares, her red-brown brows set flat
over brown eyes. “I am your prince. Paide ein Iteme, Prince-Regent of
Ihrne. Yes?”
Even those words are wrong, but what are the right ones?
“I don’t believe, your highness, that anyone here has forgotten it.”
Thereva’s voice holds that ringing emptiness Paide heard so often during
the last battles fought on Arsh’s soil, during those last discussions where
she’d voice that one dread word: surrender. “It speaks ill of you that you
seem to think so.”
Does Einas feel like this? When he loses words, when he suffers the
frustration of people not understanding, when he knows that everything
he says gets that concerned, condescending judgement? Does he seethe
in the dungeon of own mind when his words are discarded, seethe
because the words that come from his lips aren’t heard the right way—
because the words are wrong, because the tone isn’t polite enough
for court, because they go unaccompanied by movement or gesture?
Does he sit there, trapped, while he goes ignored even in the matter
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of his own skin? He must, Paide thinks—Einas must know, and yet he
survives each day in the Eagle Court! He survives!
Paide’s decision, in that light, seems craven, yet he can only press his
lips together because he knows, in every pore of an insensate body, that
he cannot choose otherwise.
Beat.
He has spoken many terrible words during his life, as prince, as heir
and as loyalist-commander—as rebel. He gave the speech that flung
Ihrne into civil war. He ordered his people to abandon their living for
the dead. His people, his kin, fought and died for him, earning the
right for Paide to taste the toxicity of the words that condemned them.
A commander speaks the unforgiveable, and he didn’t shy from this
duty. Yet these words, these cursed words, slide from his lips as though
they are nothing.
“Kill me, Asigne. Take your sword. Take your knife. Run it through
my eyes, cut off my head, anything. Anything that makes me stop
knowing, stop thinking. If I’m your prince and you remember it, kill
me. Please.” He jerks his fingers; his right hand slides off the arm of
the chair, dangling in space. He doesn’t have enough movement in his
shoulder to lift it. “Please.”
Thereva, her lips parted, takes a step backwards as though Paide can
reach across and snatch her blade.
Strangely, that just makes it easier.
“Kill me. Remember that I am your prince and kill me.”
Thereva draws a breath, turns and glances about the bedchamber, her
eyes darting from window to chest to dressing table, before she nods
and walks towards the armchair in the corner, a mahogany and leather
monstrosity left unused since Paide’s return. She drags the chair across
the floor, the legs squeaking in a room otherwise as silent as the grave,
until it sits opposite Paide’s own. She sinks down into its depths, her
hands clasped over her knees so tightly that her fingers must ache—a
gesture that doesn’t conceal their quivering.
Beat.
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“I have seen you,” she says finally, her head held on an angle to meet
Paide’s gaze, “in too many kinds of hell to disbelieve you.”
She says she believes him, now he has reached the limits of courage
and depths of despair, and that takes everything Paide once believed
about himself and shatters it into a hundred thousand shards, worthless.
Only when he is nothing do people believe him.
“Is this what it takes to be heard, then? This?” He almost laughs.
“You didn’t listen to me before, but now you think you listen? You
don’t. You speak where you think I can’t hear; you run off to babble to
someone else, still not listening!”
Thereva looks across at him, sighs and glances at her hands, the very
image of a woman floundering for words—words to speak to a prince,
to a monster, to a man too fragile to bear even careful handling. She
doesn’t comprehend him, does she? He is nothing but self-pity and
despondency, a privileged man demanding beyond his right. He has
a chair covered in gilt, he has robes and servants and a title, he has
Mamman spending the years of her life to keep him in this cursed
pretence, so why, why isn’t all that enough?
If this is the story, he hasn’t enough words with which to argue
against it.
“I came home dead, different. I’m not who I was, and everyone
knows it, but they don’t know who I am. They don’t see, don’t hear.
Why wouldn’t I be this, this monstrous thing that complains and cries
and screams for no reason? Why wouldn’t I, when none of you know
that a voice needs legs?” Paide watches, but Thereva’s expression doesn’t
change, and he closes his eyes, not tired, but as close to it as he can
come. Not tired, but sick, and dead men don’t heal. This affliction of
despair and silence has no cure, and he’s too sick to fight with only the
blunted weapon allowed him. “Kill me. Just let me end this. Please.”
Beat.
A creaking followed by a soft rustling shatters the hush, and then
footsteps followed by Thereva’s voice, closer now: “Look at me, please.
Your highness? Please look at me.”
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Is there no escape? Look, smile, speak, perform. Paide sighs and
opens his eyes. Thereva stands beside his dangling arm, her forearms
resting on the gilded wood of his chair, the sleeves of her undershirt
rolled up to bare a collection of scars and something he’s seen in the
surgeon’s tents—a black-ink spiral of lines and glyphs, a few bearing
some similarity to those on the covers of Mamman’s grimoires. They
run up her forearms and over her elbows, vanishing under the folds of
white linen. The lines twist around the knotted scars, broken in a few
places by newer red-pink marks yet to fade, but the tattoo reminds
Paide of a vine growing around a trellis, the pattern relying on the scars
for structure until neither can exist independent of the other.
He overheard her telling other Arsha soldiers that she got drunk one
night and paid half a year’s earnings for a protection spell from a witch.
They snickered, as soldiers do, at the idea that safety can be so easily
purchased.
“You’re showing me a ward spell?” He tries to laugh, but he can
manage only a bitter snort.
“It isn’t a ward spell!” Thereva’s voice rises and cracks. “It keeps
me alive! Magister March blocked this, and a magician called Osprey
designed and inked it. It stops me—” She draws a breath and then a
second, but her ribs move too quickly for true calm. “They don’t—they
don’t have the magic or science, yet, to make my body how I want it.
But they have the magic so I don’t wish to kill myself every time I look
at me. I would have, otherwise. I tried. I tried.”
She looks down at him, her brown eyes fixed on his face, her lips
twisted.
It doesn’t need saying that she tells few others this story.
“I can’t imagine,” Paide says, “what that must be like. I can’t. But this
isn’t the same thing.”
“No, it isn’t.” Thereva sighs, shakes her head and steps backwards,
rolling both sleeves down over her muscled forearms. “You’re scaring
me, your highness. The magicians might be able to help you with this,
too, and isn’t that worth trying? Isn’t that better than dying? We need
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you! Your brother needs you—you know he can’t hold the throne by
himself!”
Once, the comments made about Einas were something to ignore
as ridiculous. Don’t react, Paide said. Don’t respond. Don’t show them
that they cut you. Don’t validate their ignorance—and there aren’t a
hundred thousand words to encompass the cruelty of Paide’s ignorance
and condescension, a cruelty that did nothing to help but demand his
brother’s silence. He didn’t understand, but that doesn’t excuse words
that must have left blood in their wake, one cut after the other—oh,
why didn’t Paide know? Why did he need this horror of death to learn
it? Why did he insist on adding wounds to the ones Einas already bore?
Thereva doesn’t understand, because Paide didn’t, and never more
has Paide longed for the ability to rest his head in his hands and weep.
Beat.
He closes his eyes again. “No. He’s strong enough to survive you, to
survive those comments, the judgement—he is strong enough to rule,
more than enough.” He stops, sighs. Those words might have mattered,
once, but now a dead man speaks them, voids them. Angels, how does
his understanding help? “If you aren’t going to help me die, go away.
Go.”
I’m sorry, Paide thinks, too late in every sense of the word.
“You’re ill! This is part of the illness…!” Thereva trails off into a
choking, inarticulate cry. “What you’ve been through—you have every
reason. How can you hope to get your mind through that unscathed? It
says nothing less of you, Paide, nothing, but you’re ill. You don’t know
who you are, because this isn’t you—this is illness.”
“Illness?” His words fall from his lips in something near a scream,
and he doesn’t care that Thereva may not understand him. “Yes, of
course! That’s it! I’m just battered and broken and damaged, because
it’s always me! It isn’t—it isn’t the people smiling at me, those lying
smiles, while they prod and poke and cut more of me away! It isn’t the
people ignoring everything I say in favour of their own conclusions! It
isn’t the way you all think I can no longer evaluate my own thoughts
and feelings! It isn’t the pity, the condescending glances, the talking
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about me like I’m not even there, the way my words mean nothing!
It isn’t that people I thought my friends avoid me, that I can’t touch
or hold someone else, that I’m alone, that nobody talks to me like I’m
a real person! It isn’t the way you don’t ask permission before doing
something to me, and it isn’t the way you think that if I get upset over
being ignored and assaulted and dismissed, it’s just illness!”
Beat.
A magpie warbles outside, right on the edges of his hearing. Once,
he’d have sat out in the courtyard, feeding birds and sketching the
scene in journals he can no longer open, and just the thought has Paide
pressing down on his lower lip in search of a pain that no longer exists.
“There’s no point,” he whispers, and he opens his eyes, staring at the
floor. “Mamman said the rest wouldn’t matter. If I can hear and think
and talk and see, the rest doesn’t matter. Lies. Ask Ein. Ask him.”
Beat.
Paide listens to a heartbeat not his own, to breath not his own, and
tries not to think about the brittle truth that he cannot do otherwise.
“I didn’t know it was that bad for you.” Thereva’s voice, low and soft,
sounds just before her hands close around his arm and lift it back up
onto the armrest. He can’t feel her grip; he can feel the movement as
she shifts and arranges his limb. “You’re a prince. I thought your people
would respect you. Not assault you. They loved you.”
He glances up at her as much as his head and neck will allow before
he laughs, a rattling, hollow noise.
Thereva’s lips part. “I think I should get—”
“You would think that!” Oh, she doesn’t understand, doesn’t see the
cursed irony that she says those very words—but nobody does, do they?
They tell themselves stories of kindness and love for a broken, sullen,
demanding prince, and they cannot see past their own pastelled lies.
Just as Paide couldn’t for Einas. “General Asigne, once nobody dared
lay their hands on my person without my permission, yet now you
assault me even while you say that my body is mine. You say you care
and you never ask. What possibly makes you think that love precludes
assault?”
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Beat.
Reticence lies between them like a cat with its ears pricked, alert for
prey—or one misspoken word.
Paide does nothing to break it.
“I’m sorry.” Thereva steps backwards and sinks into the armchair,
her hands folded in her lap. “I’m sorry. Your highness, I’m so sorry.”
He’s waited months to hear those words, and Paide sits, staring,
wordless.
“I … I should have thought.” She draws a breath, holds it, exhales.
“I don’t think it ever gets better, trusting that they won’t … they won’t
hurt you, physically, while they hurt you in other ways. And there’s so
many ways they can, I know. I’m sorry.”
Those two words bring an unexpected guilt and shame in their wake.
“You are trying to help me.”
Thereva purses her lips. Even sitting, she holds her shoulders and
back straight as though one move away from a salute. Habit and
formality, Paide thinks, not respect, but it occurs to him that Thereva
takes refuge in her uniform and rank, along with the behaviours and
expectations that accompany them. Yes, powder dapples her light skin,
and Paide now knows its use enough to see where a touch of colour
softens her jaw or hides the shaven hair beneath, but this isn’t the art
of a woman who decorates for pleasure or fashion; this is her earnest
attempt at being more safely a woman in a world that has little space
for her.
No one in Ihrne has behaved with anything less than correct words
before Paide, but he and Mamman—especially Mamman, given that
none can forget Hallow Hin—have made it clear that they expect as
much. No, if Thereva endures hate or disrespect from her officers and
soldiers, he won’t see past the privileged shroud of royalty. With whom
might she share this horror, then? Does she have someone who can
help her carry that burden?
A woman who clings to her office has nonetheless broken any
number of rules and duties to sit before him.
She even called him by name.
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Beat.
“Even if you were a stableboy, you deserve to live.” Thereva frowns.
“Exist? Be conscious? I don’t mean to use the wrong words.”
Deserve? Why should that matter?
“I feel too alive,” Paide says softly, “for a dead man. But I don’t
want to live.” He tries to stress the last word, mock it; he still sounds
plaintive and desperate. “Not like this.”
The corners of her lips crook upwards. “I know that feeling. I do. I
hear you.” Thereva sighs and raises her head before jerking one elbow
towards the door. “I’m not a mage. I don’t know what they might give
you—I don’t even think they know, right now, and maybe finding out
won’t be simple or easy for you. Maybe it is, though, worth trying.
Dead skin still takes ink, and enough of you, somehow, still works.”
She exhales in one long breath of air. “You don’t—no, you can’t believe
me, you can’t. But everything else, everything, is harder when you can
only think and feel that crushing despair. And lifting it, even just a
little, is survival.”
He recites the Greater Names, beginning with Abelin and Aconel,
but the want to scream hasn’t faded by the time he reaches Darae and
Dirdan. She still doesn’t understand, Paide thinks, that this—
“Who do we talk to? The queen-regent? Your brother? The seneschal?
I assume that there’s some functionary who oversees the staff? I don’t
know how you make a court stop being politicians, but there must be
someone in this palace who…” Thereva looks at him, her brow creased.
“I don’t know how to make it better. I don’t even know the specifics
of what is bothering—” She stops and stands, looking down at Paide.
“What do you want? Do you want to talk to someone? Do you want to
replace your servants? Do you want another healer or doctor? Do you
want company? Do you want someone to be with you at night? Do you
want me to game with you this evening? What do you want?”
There’s an unexpected ease in her use of we, but the word that leaves
him floundering inside a body that cannot express the flood of feeling
it provokes is you.
What does he want?
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In the months since his death, nobody asked Paide those four words
in a tone unburdened by resentment and frustration.
“D—” He stops. Correct and desired, yes, but something else dances
on the tip of his tongue, incongruent with that leaden word. If he
wishes the second, how can he want the first? Does he want to die? Or
does he yearn to escape a world that makes him nothing? Is death only
a despairing second-best? “I want to tell my brother. I want to talk to
my brother.”
Thereva’s eyes widen. “He doesn’t know?”
Mamman asked that Einas not be burdened with what happened:
he carries enough guilt for any one person. It seemed a fair request,
in the days before their return to Ihrne, but now it feels like bars on
a cage, another conspiracy of silence. Who else can come close to
understanding?
Paide nods.
Thereva swears under her breath. “Anything else?”
Her question feels wrong, wrong beyond the context of the
conversation. Paide frowns. He’s a prince. Everybody asks him what he
desires … and yet. He’s a man blessed and cursed with a title earning
him an unreasonable host of privileges but demanding equal sacrifices.
His job is to eschew weakness, to endure with a smile—to perform
majesty and power, but how can anyone do so and answer this question
honestly?
He can want, and have those wants granted, but only if they don’t
show him as vulnerable.
How is he supposed to do that, unbreathing?
It seems wrong that his hands lie still, that his body doesn’t betray
the enormity of such a blessed, wondrous realisation. He can’t be
anything but vulnerable! He can’t perform the nonchalant reticence
and dignity expected of royalty—even when he says nothing at all,
Paide isn’t silent, because his body screams his weakness to all those
who look upon him. In death, in loss of ability, he has nothing but
honesty, a state unacceptable to the court.
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His existence is a betrayal of everything he is meant to be, and Paide
ein Iteme believes that as sincerely as those around him.
What does he want? Companionship. Apologies uttered to a brother
long in need of them. Acceptance.
“I’d like to game, this evening,” he says, and it surprises him to realise
it as truth. “But I don’t … I don’t love. I never have. Just in case you
think this is something else. I don’t love.”
Beat.
Silence, marred only by breath not his own and the rustling of leaves
outside his window.
Only the angels know how long he has nursed that truth, how many
hours he has put into an illusion of a willingness to wed whilst doing
everything to sabotage the possibility from a fluttering sense of not yet,
not yet.
“I don’t love, and it didn’t matter until … until I’m dead and alone
each night, but I don’t love. The difference between me and Ein is that
he is the braver. He told Father what he wanted. He didn’t hedge or
lie or dance with the truth; he stopped pretending to be something he
isn’t. And here we are, so, so twisted that his honesty provoked a war.”
Beat.
Thereva shakes her head and crosses the space between them in an
effortless, envying movement. “You love Ihrne. I can’t believe otherwise.
But I think I know what you’re saying.” She stops at his arm, her fingers
hovering above—but not touching—the arm of his chair. “May I hold
your hand?”
Bewildered, Paide nods.
Thereva threads her fingers through his. “I don’t have friends here.
People think that I don’t deserve the job, that I’m here to prove a
political point. To show your support for your brother’s … delusion.
The women don’t know what to think and the men … even when a
woman can lead armies, my kind of woman isn’t as safe as she should
be. I can’t … I used to slap people on the shoulder, touch people as I
pass them. People touched me the same way. I can’t do that now.” She
draws a shuddering breath and grips his hand tightly enough that Paide
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can feel her skin pressing against his. “They think I am confusing them,
preying on them, that I cannot be innocent—or I must be offering,
that I am still not innocent. I can’t touch people.”
She breathes again, but the tears roll down her cheeks and land on
her arm, land on his hand and the sleeve of his robe.
It seems the gravest of tragedies that he can’t feel them.
“I don’t love,” Paide whispers.
“I want a friend. I don’t see how love is necessary.” She stops, swallows.
“You didn’t hesitate, when I came up to you. You didn’t hesitate. You
just said yes.”
He doesn’t know, can’t know, what it means to her that she holds his
limp, useless hand.
He does know what it means to him that she asked.
“I’ll have to trust you,” Paide says, “that you’ll move the stones as I
ask. I am good.”
Thereva sniffs. “You’re just a spoiled prince. I’m a general, daughter
and granddaughter of Arsh’s finest generals. I learnt strategy while you
were blundering about deciding on fashionable sleeve length and the
right kind of trimming.”
Paide raises his head as far as he can, and for a moment, before it
slumps forwards on his chest, he can meet her eyes. “You think it’s easy
searching through spools of braid to find a pattern no longer in use,
just so you can watch the court flounder around trying to procure it?”
She shakes her head and tightens her grip, her white shirt sleeve
brushing against Paide’s arm. “Easy? No. Pointless? Yes.” She exhales,
pulls a handkerchief from her sleeve with her free hand and dabs at her
face, and perhaps she knows the joke is thin, for she asks again: “What
do you want?”
He looks at the window, at the sun shining on living green leaves.
Alien to Ihrne, those beeches and oaks, but thriving under the attentions
of the Eyrie’s gardeners nonetheless. Is a dead man, in a country where
bones are worth more than gold, so much more out of place than an
oak tree? Is that all that’s missing—the right gardener?
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Thereva may not notice the honorifics fading from her address, but
Paide doubts she misses the metaphorical step back from the ledge.
What frees him, then, from this entrapping silence?
“Will you listen to me? Will you ask me first?”
She breathes a long, rattling sigh. “I want to say yes, of course. Yes,
I’ll listen. Yes, I’ll ask. But I haven’t been.” Thereva nods and returns the
handkerchief to her sleeve, the edge trailing over Paide’s forearm as she
tucks it up underneath the linen cuff. “I can’t promise that I’ll always
listen as I should. Not from want of trying, but because I don’t know.
But I’ll promise that if you tell me I am not listening to you, I’ll stop
and try. Is that enough? Can you forgive the rest?”
It’s the world, Paide thinks, or the beginning of one. “Can you
forgive me the same? Because you and Ein, you both possess a life I
can’t know. I need to do better by you. I beg your correction and your
patience.”
Her lips tremble. “Yes.”
Once, the walking undead and the hopping crows comprised his
nightmares, but now it’s the nights lying in the dark, the unseen gnawing
of insects, the condescension and erasure, the silence. His silence. It’s
the knowledge, laid out in his own words, that he will destroy himself
with his own hand if given the chance. How does one live—not the
correct word, but he has none more accurate—after knowing that?
He isn’t sure, but it isn’t like this.
What does he want? Mamman isn’t wrong: he can survive death
and maggots and the hundred thousand lies of politics if only he has a
voice to which others listen. If it took so much to get Thereva Asigne to
listen, a woman who at least wishes to hear him, how will he manage
it with Osa or even Mamman? How does he convince others that a
breathing, moving, sane body isn’t a prerequisite for power and agency?
How does Paide—Paide and Einas, who must have his own thoughts,
and it is long past time that Paide listened to them—transform the
Eagle Court so that ideas, not illusions, matter?
Thereva is right: this isn’t a job best done by a soul chained in despair.
“I will talk with the magicians, if you will fetch them.”
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Thereva’s shoulders and chest soften, as if she spent the last minutes
holding her breath before the plunge. She nods and raises her hand, the
skin Paide knows to be warm but cannot feel, and bows her head. “I’ll
be but a moment, your highness.”
“Paide.”
“Paide.” Thereva bows again, turns, and strides for the antechamber
door.
Paide presses his lips together and stares out the window. What
might the garden look like if the gardeners allowed the skeletons of
trees remain? What might the Eyrie look like if its dead rest free of the
catacombs? What might a world absent dishonesty and façade look
like, if only he can begin to make it?
No. Not he. They. Shouldn’t Thereva have something to say about
the making of a world safe for her?
That freedom, though, won’t take the ache for rein and pen and book
from his hands, and he stares, unmoving and envying, as a sparrow
flutters past his window.
“Your highness.” The swinging noise of the opening door is followed
by three sets of footsteps—punctuated by the fluid voice of the
magician, Kit March. “I understand that you wish to discuss how we
might aid you?”
What did the pair discuss in the antechamber? Another petty,
demanding royal making life difficult for those who serve him?
Perhaps—no, that’s the wrong way to think. If Paide makes what he
wants, or at least a second-best to the life now out of his reach, won’t
difficult be the kindest word offered up by Parliament? Won’t they
call him monstrous, weak or cowardly for challenging a world that
justifies their unwillingness to listen? Isn’t hatred the best he can hope
for among those who benefit from the expectation that one masters
performance to be valid?
They will seek to silence him, yes.
His voice exists nonetheless.
Paide ein Iteme, Prince-Regent of Ihrne, died in Arsh and came
back to life a crippled, broken revenant with his soul bound to a
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necromancer’s living spirit, all because he said yes to duty. What in that
has changed, save the definition of duty?
He doesn’t know that tomorrow he won’t beg Thereva, again, to end
his misery.
If Thereva realises it, she has abandoned duty in her willingness to
attend him.
If not for him, for her. For Thereva and Einas and Ihrne.
“I do need,” Paide says, as he turns his head to see the three standing
before his chair, “to stop rotting. I do need to stop fearing blowflies.”
He hesitates. “I’m not wishing to exist in a world where people refuse
to hear me, where I can’t draw, can’t ride, can’t. And I … the easiest way
is to beg, sincerely, of a friend who carries a sharp blade. The difficult
way is to change the fact that this world considers only certain kinds of
voices worth hearing. People here need that, but I desperately want the
first. I want it. Do you understand what I am asking?”
No glance passes between the Marches.
Thereva’s lips curl upwards.
Amelia nods. “If you’ve brain enough to want to suicide, you’ve
probably brain enough to do something about it.” She taps her fingers
against the handle of her satchel, her lips pursed. “I think that Kit
should be able to do something about your chair. The rest … I will
need more information. Where do you wish to begin, your highness?”
Beat.
He’ll send for the gardeners and ask them to leave the dead branches.
Birds still need somewhere to nest.
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